Intellectual disability (ID), previously known as mental retardation, refers to lifelong cognitive impairment that emerges in childhood. In an increasingly technological world, intellectual disability entails tremendous personal costs for affected individuals and their families, as well as to society in terms of lost intellectual capital. At a purely economic level, the average lifetime additional cost per person with ID is more than \$1 million ([@r1]). ID is primarily defined by low cognitive ability, typically IQ scores below 70, which is two SDs below the population mean of 100, resulting in a prevalence of 2--3%. In the rare (\<0.5%) and most severe form of ID IQ scores do not exceed 35 ([@r2], [@r3]).

Investigators of intellectual development have most often assumed that ID is the extreme low of the normal IQ distribution. Both cognitive ability and disability are among the most heritable behavioral traits ([@r4]). However, a paradox has emerged in genetic research on ID. Exciting advances have been made in identifying noninherited (de novo) mutations as a major source of severe ID (IQs \< 35) ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]), but little progress has been made in identifying genes associated with inherited causes of ID. A resolution to this paradox is that most ID is at the lowest end of the normal distribution of IQ, but severe ID is etiologically distinct, as proposed initially by Lionel Penrose in 1938 ([@r8]). This hypothesis has two components: (*i*) most ID is caused by the same genetic and environmental influences responsible for the normal distribution of IQ and (*ii*) severe ID is not.

Here, we tested both components of this hypothesis using data from cognitive assessments administered as part of compulsory military service in Sweden 1968--2010 (3 million 18-y-old males) and in Israel 1960--2005 (2.1 million 17-y-old males and females) with 98% male participation in both countries. Diagnoses of severe ID were also available in both countries based on the International Classification of Disease (ICD) ([@r9]). From these resources, we identified 400,426 non-twin pairs of brothers and 8,788 male twin pairs from Swedish conscripts and 610,391 sibling pairs of both sexes from Israeli conscripts. From patient records, we identified whether these individuals had a sibling with a diagnosis of severe ID.

From the two cohorts assessed for mandatory military conscription, those who received the lowest possible score (IQ stanine score of 1), and were therefore placed in the bottom 3% (i.e., mild ID) of the distribution, were selected and their siblings compared with the rest of the distribution using IQ as a quantitative trait measure. Importantly, this was repeated for the siblings of individuals diagnosed with severe ID. This study design, combined with DF extremes analysis, a technique named after its developers DeFries and Fulker ([@r10]), allows examination of the fundamental issue of the etiologic links between the abnormal and normal. That is, to what extent are the causes of disorders qualitatively different from the influences on normal variation? Specifically, is ID merely the lower tail of the distribution for the same genetic and environmental factors that affect individual differences throughout the normal range of variation in IQ? Indeed, individuals with the lowest IQ could reflect a mixture of those at the lower tail of the population distribution, as well as those whose low performance represents a qualitatively different impairment. This fundamental question has not been directly tested before.

Results {#s1}
=======

In both countries, results strongly supported the hypothesis that most ID is the lowest end of the normal distribution of IQ, but severe ID is etiologically distinct. As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, mild ID (the lowest 3% IQ scores; lowest possible IQ stanine score of 1) is highly familial. Siblings of persons with mild ID have an IQ distribution shifted sharply to the left of the population with a mean (IQ stanine score of 3) halfway between mild ID and the total sibling population average (IQ stanine score of 5).

![Mild ID (lowest possible IQ stanine scale score of 1 equals lowest 3% IQ scores) is familial. Siblings of persons with mild ID have significantly and substantially lower IQs than the population. (*A*) Swedish results for male siblings of persons with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.31, SD = 1.80, *n* = 12,431 male pairs) and for the entire sibling population (mean = 5.10, SD = 1.95, *n* = 382,122 pairs). (*B*) Israeli results for male siblings of persons with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.36, SD = 2.46, *n* = 6,800 male pairs) and for the entire sibling population (mean = 5.49, SD = 1.94, *n* = 239,117 pairs). Note: individuals with severe ID are not included in the stanine IQ score distributions presented.](pnas.1508093112fig01){#fig01}

Application of DF extremes analyses ([*Materials and Methods*](#s3){ref-type="sec"}) to these data showed a significant estimate of 0.43 for Sweden \[95% confidence interval (CI): 0.40--0.46\] and of 0.47 for Israel (95% CI: 0.41--0.53) for group-differences familiality for male siblings, indicating that about half of the difference between mild ID and average IQ is familial in origin. This is called "group-differences familiality" to distinguish it from the usual estimate of familiality, which refers to differences among individuals, rather than to mean differences between an extreme group and the population.

Familial effects could be due to genetic or shared environmental factors (i.e., nongenetic factors that make twins similar, such as socioeconomic background or similar in-utero environment). The twin data in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} show that this familial effect for mild ID is largely genetic in origin. The results for dizygotic (DZ) co-twins (mean = 2.78) in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} are highly similar to those for non-twin siblings in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and much lower than the population \[*t*(382,243) = 13.19, *P* \< 0.0000001\]. In contrast, monozygotic (MZ) co-twins (mean = 1.96) have much lower IQs than DZ co-twins \[*t*(200) = 3.88, *P* = 0.00013\]. In other words, MZ co-twins regress only 0.96 points to the sample mean, whereas same-sex DZ co-twins regress 1.78 points, suggesting that genetics contribute substantially to the mean difference between the probands and the population. Applying the DF extremes analysis ([*Materials and Methods*](#s3){ref-type="sec"}) to these data yields a significant estimate of 0.46 (95% CI: 0.32--0.60) for group-differences heritability, indicating that a large proportion of the mean difference between the probands and the population can be ascribed to genetic factors.

![Mild ID (lowest possible IQ stanine scale score of 1 equals lowest 3% IQ scores) is heritable. MZ co-twins of mild ID cases have significantly and substantially lower IQs (mean = 1.96, SD = 1.37, *n* = 79 pairs) than DZ co-twins (mean = 2.78, SD = 1.52, *n* = 123 pairs), whose IQs are in turn lower than the population (mean = 5.10, SD = 1.95, *n* = 382,122 non-twin pairs). These results are from Sweden only because information on twin zygosity is not available for the Israeli sample. Note: individuals with severe ID are not included in the stanine IQ score distributions presented.](pnas.1508093112fig02){#fig02}

The estimate of group shared environment is 0.30 (95% CI: 0.19--0.41) for same-sex twins, suggesting that about one-third of the mean difference between the probands and the population may be due to environmental factors involved in growing up in the same environment. The remaining 24% (95% CI: 0.18--0.29) of the difference is due to error of measurement and nonshared environmental influences.

Twin analyses of individual differences in the entire sample yielded similar results, which suggests that the factors influencing the lowest 3% of IQ scores are similar to those influencing IQ in the normal range. For the entire sample, intraclass correlations were 0.83 for MZ twins (*n* = 3,039 pairs) and 0.57 for same-sex DZ twins (*n* = 3,196 pairs). Model-fitting analysis ([*Materials and Methods*](#s3){ref-type="sec"}) for the unselected sample of twins yields an individual differences heritability estimate of 0.55 (95% CI: 0.39--0.72) for same-sex twins. In other words, about half of the variance in IQ scores throughout the entire distribution can be attributed to genetic factors. Shared environment accounts for 28% (95% CI: 0.13--0.43) of the individual differences in IQ scores, and error of measurement and nonshared environment accounts for an additional 16% (95% CI: 0.13--0.21).

[Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} shows strikingly different results for siblings of individuals with severe ID. In both countries, these individuals had normal IQ scores indistinguishable from the population distribution. Application of DF extremes analyses ([*Materials and Methods*](#s3){ref-type="sec"}) to these data estimated group-differences familiality to be negligible (upper limit estimate: −0.01 for Sweden and 0.13 for Israel). Comparison with the results above supports the hypothesis that the factors influencing severe ID differ from those influencing mild ID or IQ scores in the normal range.

![Severe ID is not familial and thus not affected by the same genetic factors as mild ID or IQ in the normal range. Siblings of persons with severe ID have IQs indistinguishable from the rest of the population. (*A*) Swedish results: distribution of IQ scores for individuals who have a sibling diagnosed as having severe ID (mean = 5.17, SD = 2.06, *n* = 400 pairs) and the entire sibling population distribution (mean = 5.10, SD = 1.95, *n* = 381,122 pairs). (*B*) Israeli results: distribution of IQ scores for individuals who have a sibling diagnosed as having severe ID (mean = 4.90, SD = 2.02, *n* = 297 pairs) and the entire sibling population distribution (mean = 5.49, SD = 1.94, *n* = 239,117 pairs). Note: individuals with severe ID are not included in the stanine IQ score distributions presented.](pnas.1508093112fig03){#fig03}

We examined the effects of sex as a moderator of the group-differences familiality estimates. The Israeli data (available for both male and females) yielded similar results for male, female, and opposite-sex sibling pairs ([Figs. S1](#sfig01){ref-type="fig"} and [S2](#sfig02){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that sex does not importantly affect estimates of group-differences familiality. The proportion of men drafted to the military in Sweden fell sharply during the 1990s (following the end of the Cold War). As the draft data may therefore be less representative for recent cohorts, we conducted a sensitivity analysis stratifying analyses by the year conscription procedure took place (before or after 2000). The results of the group-differences familiality were similar for those undergoing the conscription procedure before or after the year 2000 ([Figs. S3](#sfig03){ref-type="fig"} and [S4](#sfig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mild ID (lowest 3% IQ scores) is familial in males and females. Siblings of persons with mild ID have significantly and substantially lower IQs than the population regardless of sex. (*A*) Israeli results for female--female siblings with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.33, SD = 2.46, *n* = 811 female pairs) and for the population of females (mean = 5.39, SD = 1.68, *n* = 120,973 pairs). (*B*) Israeli results for opposite-sex (female--male and male--female) siblings with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.62, SD = 1.47, *n* = 6,921 pairs) and for the population (mean = 5.46, SD = 1.87, *n* = 250,301 pairs). These results are from Israel only because only male siblings and twins are available for the Swedish sample.](pnas.1508093112sfig01){#sfig01}

![Severe ID is etiologically different from mild ID and normal variation in IQ in males and females. Siblings of persons with severe ID have IQs indistinguishable from the rest of the population. (*A*) Israeli results: distribution of IQ scores for females who have a female sibling diagnosed with severe ID (mean = 5.04, SD = 1.65, *n* = 256 pairs) and the female population distribution (mean = 5.39, SD = 1.68, *n* = 120,973 pairs). (*B*) Israeli results for opposite-sex (female--male and male--female) siblings with a sibling diagnosed with severe ID (mean = 5.02, SD = 1.81, *n* = 1,223 pairs) and for the population (mean = 5.46, SD = 1.87, *n* = 250,301 pairs). These results are from Israel only because only male siblings and twins are available for the Swedish sample.](pnas.1508093112sfig02){#sfig02}

![Mild ID (lowest 3% IQ scores) is familial -- Sensitivity analysis. Siblings of persons with mild ID have significantly and substantially lower IQs than the population in early and in later birth cohorts in Sweden. (*A*) Swedish results for male siblings of persons with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.29, SD = 1.78, *n* = 9,324 male pairs); entire sibling population (mean = 5.11, SD = 1.95, *n* = 314,687 pairs) assessed before the year 2000. (*B*) Swedish results for male siblings of persons with IQ stanine score of 1 (mean = 3.40, SD = 1.88, *n* = 1,314 male pairs) and for the entire sibling population (mean = 5.04, SD = 1.94, *n* = 62,127 pairs) assessed in the year 2000 or later.](pnas.1508093112sfig03){#sfig03}

![Severe ID is not familial: sensitivity analysis. Siblings of persons with severe ID have IQs indistinguishable from the rest of the population in early and in later birth cohorts in Sweden. (*A*) Swedish results for male siblings of persons diagnosed with severe ID (mean = 5.14, SD = 2.08, *n* = 298 pairs) and the entire sibling population distribution (mean = 5.11, SD = 1.95, *n* = 314,687 pairs) assessed before the year 2000. (*B*) Swedish results for male siblings of persons diagnosed with severe ID (mean = 5.25, SD = 2.00, *n* = 102 pairs) and the entire sibling population distribution (mean = 5.04, SD = 1.94, *n* = 62,127 pairs) assessed in the year 2000 or later.](pnas.1508093112sfig04){#sfig04}

Discussion {#s2}
==========

In summary, probands with mild ID had siblings with IQ scores that were intermediate between probands and controls. Group-differences familiality was 43--47% and the group-differences heritability estimate was 46% with a shared environment estimate of 30%. Individual-differences heritability and shared environment estimates were similar: 55% and 28%, respectively. In contrast, probands with severe ID had siblings with normal-average IQ scores, and group-differences familiality was negligible. To our knowledge this is the first time that significant differences in group-differences familiality between mild and severe ID have been demonstrated. The results provide the strongest evidence supporting the hypothesis that most ID is caused by the same genetic and environmental influences responsible for the normal distribution of IQ, but that severe ID is not. Using large population-based samples with virtually complete ascertainment protects against bias and enhances generalizability, thus enabling a rigorous test of the hypothesis.

Modern behavioral genetic research and recent molecular genetic studies have shown that common traits are caused by many genes \[e.g., educational attainment ([@r4], [@r11])\]. The results presented here also support the position that common disorders are the quantitative extreme of the normal distribution ([@r12]). Therefore, similar to IQ, mild ID is caused by many genes of small effect ([@r4]). However, the findings of this study highlight a different model for rare, severe disorders. Rare and severe disorders may be etiologically distinct from the rest of the distribution. Results of a recent study on height also support such a hypothesis. Applying both molecular and behavioral genetic methods, it was demonstrated that common genetic variants associated with height in the general population were similarly associated with height at the top and bottom tails of the height distribution. However, height in individuals with extreme short stature (bottom 0.25 percentile) was less determined by common variants ([@r13]).

One possible mechanism for noninherited severe ID could involve de novo point mutations. Such mutations can occur in the germ line during embryogenesis or somatically ([@r14]). Molecular genetic studies reported associations between rare de novo point mutations and severe ID ([@r5], [@r15]), but more research is needed to prove the causal role of such mutations and what portion of severe ID they account for. Imprinting may also be involved. Imprinting is a form of gene regulation in which gene expression depends on whether the allele was inherited from the male or female parent. When imprinted genes are paternally expressed, the maternal genes are reciprocally silenced and the contrary is true for maternally expressed genes ([@r16]). One of the mechanisms for gene silencing is DNA methylation ([@r17]). Genetic imprinting has been associated with severe ID ([@r17], [@r18]). Although our understanding of genetic imprinting is nascent, it merits consideration in severe ID.

These hypothesized mechanisms for severe ID are genomic, although not inherited. It is important to keep in mind, however, that environmental factors could also cause severe ID. Several environmental factors have been associated with severe ID. Multiple studies documented hypoxia around birth as potentially causal for severe ID, and the association was confirmed in a recent meta-analysis ([@r19]). Maternal infections during pregnancy (e.g., rubella) have been associated with severe ID in the offspring ([@r20]), as well as exposure to environmental toxins (e.g., lead) during pregnancy or after birth ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]). Another group of potential environmental risks comprises conditions in pregnancy and birth (e.g., diabetes, preterm birth, and growth restriction) ([@r24]). These have multiple potential etiologies, and their causal role in severe ID requires further research. Conditions in pregnancy and birth have also been associated with IQ and mild ID ([@r25]). When considering environmental factors, timing of exposure could be of critical importance. There are periods in brain development during which the nervous system is especially sensitive to certain environmental exposures ([@r26], [@r27]). Detrimental effects of environmental factors may therefore depend on timing and/or dose of exposure. For example, maternal nutrition before or early in pregnancy, but not later in pregnancy was associated with language development ([@r28]). Maternal viral infections can interfere with neurodevelopment and the earlier in pregnancy they occur, the more severe their effect. Adverse consequences of maternal rubella were present when infection occurred early, but not in mid-pregnancy ([@r29]). In [*SI Materials and Methods*](#si1){ref-type="sec"} and [Table S1](#st01){ref-type="table"} we explored this hypothesis and examined the relationship between birth variables representing environmental events of early and late gestation and mild and severe ID. Although we observed a stronger relationship between the birth variables and severe ID than that between the birth variables and mild ID, the relationship was particularly strong for adverse events happening around birth ([Table S1](#st01){ref-type="table"}), providing preliminary evidence for the potential importance of timing of environmental effects in causing severe ID.

###### 

Association between intrauterine growth restriction (being born small for gestational age) and adverse events/possible hypoxia around birth (APGAR score 1--3 at 5 min after birth) and mild and severe ID in Swedish males

                                 Intrauterine growth restriction   Adverse events/hypoxia around birth                
  ------------------------------ --------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------ ---------------
  Population (*n* = 1,498,938)   24.9:1,000                        1                                     3.5:1,000    1
  Mild ID (*n* = 17,589)         44.9:1,000                        1.84                                  6.1:1,000    1.74
                                                                   (1.71--1.98)                                       (1.25--2.42)
  Severe ID                      108.9:1,000                       4.79                                  28.9:1,000   9.10
  (*n* = 1,157)                                                    (3.98--5.76)                                       (6.05--13.68)

Further research is needed to test the hypotheses about potential mechanisms of severe ID. Here we identified several future directions for research, but interpretation of our data has some limitations. First, we were not able to use the twin data to examine severe ID because the number of twin pairs with severe ID and information on zygosity was very low. Replication in other cohorts is important, particularly in samples including sufficient numbers of twins with severe ID. Larger samples could also help test the specific hypotheses about the role of de novo mutations and environmental factors in severe ID. A germ line de novo mutation is identical for MZ twins, but not for DZ twins or siblings. Therefore, the de novo hypothesis does not negate high MZ twin concordance for severe ID.

Second, data on diagnosis of ID and data on IQ scores come from different sources. The former is based on diagnoses in childhood by health services, whereas the latter is derived from the IQ testing by the military. However, the diagnosis of ID has been shown to be reliable and is carried out by well-trained diagnostic teams.

Third, because the IQ data used were collected for military placement, some individuals may have an incentive to underperform, thus leading to measurement errors that depend on true IQ. Moreover, intentional underperforming may have a shared environmental component, potentially leading to biases. However, the tests used by the military have been extensively validated against standard measures of IQ ([@r30][@r31]--[@r32]) and measures of scholastic ability ([@r33]). Furthermore, the assessments by the military are broad and include more than IQ testing alone ([@r34], [@r35]). The whole procedure is aimed at detecting disease, as well as identifying persons suitable for higher military training and prestigious military roles (officer training, service in prestigious combat and Air force units, etc.). Scoring high on the IQ tests is necessary to be eligible for higher military training. Thus, there is a strong incentive to perform well on the IQ tests. Furthermore, military service is mandatory: duration of service does not vary as a function of IQ and low IQ is not a sufficient reason for exclusion from military service. Thus, underperforming is not sufficient for exemption from service. Examining our data does not support the presence of a substantial group of underperformers. If such a group existed, then one would expect to see either a left shift in the entire IQ distribution or a small "bump" on the left side of the IQ distribution, reflecting the effect of a large group of underperformers. Inspection of figures in this article does not provide such evidence. Finally, for intentional underperforming to introduce a substantial bias to the results of this study, underperformance should be conditional on the exposure, i.e., mild or severe ID. Thus, siblings of individuals with mild ID should be motivated to underperform and siblings of individuals with severe ID to overperform. Siblings would have to do this consistently to bias the results across such large samples. Taken together, we strongly believe that intentional underperforming could not substantially bias our results.

We conclude that the most severe form of ID is a distinct disorder, the etiology of which is qualitatively different from mild ID. Despite the well-known single-gene causes of severe ID, most severe ID is caused by idiosyncratic factors not related to inherited influences on intelligence. In contrast, mild ID represents the low genetic extreme of the normal distribution of intelligence, which supports the proposition that common disorders represent the extremes of quantitative traits ([@r12]). Thus, most ID is likely to be caused by the same genetic factors responsible for the rest of the distribution of intelligence so genes found to be associated with intelligence will also be associated with ID other than severe ID.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

This study was approved by the regional ethics committee at the Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, and by the ethics committee of the Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel. Because the study used existing databases and analytic datasets were deidentified, it received a waiver of informed consent from human subjects.

Samples. {#s4}
--------

### Swedish cohorts. {#s5}

Data came through linkage of population-based registers in Sweden that use unique personal identification numbers assigned to each Swedish citizen at birth or upon arrival in Sweden as immigrants, enabling accurate linkage.

A total of 3,025,168 men who were eligible for conscription at age 18 to the Swedish military between January 1968 and December 2012 were identified through the Multi-Generation Register (MGR), which includes information on all individuals in Sweden born from January 1932 onward who were alive and residing in Sweden on January 1960 or later ([@r36]). Conscription is mandatory for men. Only men with a severe handicap or a chronic disease were exempt ([@r35], [@r37]).

The conscription procedure consists of a series of tests of physical and mental health status and personality and intellectual capacity. The IQ test consists of the following four subtests---verbal comprehension; spatial ability; problem solving, reasoning, and mathematical and general knowledge; and technical and physical problem solving ([@r35], [@r37])---and was validated against standard measures of intelligence ([@r30]). The IQ score was standardized against the entire population to follow a Gaussian distribution between 1 and 9 with a mean of 5 (SD = 2). We obtained data on IQ at age 18 from the conscription database.

We identified 598 men within the cohort who were exempt from conscription with at least one diagnosis of severe intellectual disability \[as defined by code 313--314 in the *International Classification of Diseases*, 8th Revision (ICD-8); code 318.1--318.2 in ICD-9; and code F72-F73 in ICD-10) in the National Patient Register in Sweden. The National Patient Register contains diagnostic information on all those with psychiatric hospitalizations since 1973 and outpatient diagnoses since 2001 (for detailed description of reporting procedures to the register, see ref. [@r38]). All infants and preschool children are regularly seen at well-child care clinics and undergo routine medical and developmental screening. In Sweden, all children aged 4 undergo routine general health screening, which includes mandatory developmental assessment (motor, language, cognitive, and social development) conducted by a nurse and pediatrician. Children with any suspected developmental disorder (including intellectual disability) are referred for further assessment by a specialized team in a child psychiatry unit or habilitation service. During the study period, diagnoses were made by diagnostic teams with a psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, and speech pathologist or occupational therapist, depending on clinical manifestations. For a diagnosis of intellectual disability the evaluation is made by a psychologist according to standardized tests with high reliability.

Among eligible men included in the MGR, male full siblings were identified using family relationship information recorded in the registry. To minimize potential differences in the family environment, pairs of male siblings born closest to each other were included. Each family contributed only one sibling pair to the analysis. In total, 381,622 male--male sibling pairs were identified in this manner. A total of 400 sibling pairs were discordant for intellectual disability (i.e., had one sibling with a diagnosis of severe intellectual disability and one without).

Twin pairs were identified as two male siblings recorded as being born on the same day. Zygosity was identified by linkage to the Swedish Twin Registry ([@r39], [@r40]). A full description of zygosity assignments was previously published ([@r40]). In total, 3,039 MZ male twin pairs and 3,196 DZ male twin pairs were identified in this manner.

### Israeli cohorts. {#s6}

Data came from the Israeli military Draft Board Registry (DBR), which includes information on the unselected Israeli Jewish population of adolescents aged 17 y. The Draft Board mandatory assessment determines intellectual, medical, and psychiatric eligibility for compulsory military service. The population assessed by the draft board therefore includes individuals who would be eligible for military service, as well as those who will be exempt owing to medical, psychiatric, or social reasons.

A total of 2,178,842 men and women who were assessed by the Israeli military Draft Board between January 1960 and December 2005 were identified through the DBR. IQ tests consist of the following four subtests: an Otis-type verbal intelligence test; a verbal reasoning test; a nonverbal reasoning test similar to the Raven's Progressive Matrices; and a mathematical knowledge test ([@r31], [@r34], [@r41]). The tests are progressive, beginning with relatively simple questions and becoming more difficult. The tests are group-administered and time-limited. All of the scores are based on the number of correct answers. The IQ score is standardized against population norms and follows a Gaussian distribution between 1 and 9 with a mean of 5.4 (SD = 1.95). The sum of the scores for the four tests forms a validated measure of general intelligence (IQ) ([@r31], [@r34]). The correlation between the draft board scale and the Wechsler IQ scale was 0.79 ([@r32]).

During the time covered by this study the draft board assigned diagnoses based on the *International Classification of Diseases*, 8th Revision (ICD-8), 9th Revision (ICD-9), and 10th Revision (ICD-10). Psychiatric diagnoses are assigned by a board-certified psychiatrist experienced in treating adolescents. The standard procedure for psychiatric diagnosis includes a face-to-face assessment as described in detail elsewhere ([@r42]). For individuals with developmental disabilities (including intellectual disability) the standard procedure is modified. At age 17 y, their medical status is reported in detail to the draft board by government agencies and other organizations responsible for their care and protection. Such reports include the current diagnosis according to contemporary criteria. The original childhood diagnosis and subsequent clinical history up to age 17 y are also commonly reported. The draft board generally assigns a diagnosis based on review of these materials rather than a face-to-face assessment ([@r43]).

Among eligible men included in the DBR, full siblings were identified using family relationship information recorded in the registry ([@r44]). This information is based on the unique personal identification number assigned to each Israeli citizen at birth or upon immigration. To minimize potential differences in the family environment, pairs of male siblings born closest to each other were included. Each family contributed only one sibling pair to the analysis. In total, 246,214 male--male sibling pairs were identified in this manner. A total of 297 sibling pairs were discordant for intellectual disability (i.e., had one sibling with a diagnosis of severe intellectual disability and one without).

A total of 120,973 female--female sibling pairs and 250,301 opposite-sex sibling pairs were similarly identified using the family relationship information. The proportion of female--female pairs is lower because orthodox Jewish women (about 25% of women) are exempt from military induction and data on females assessed by the Draft Board is maintained for only 25 y.

Statistical Analysis. {#s7}
---------------------

### Descriptive statistics. {#s8}

Descriptive statistics, including distribution of IQ scores and means and SDs, were computed. Differences between unaffected cosiblings and control siblings were compared using Analysis of Covariance models adjusting for year of birth. A sibling's individual-differences familiality was computed using a intraclass correlation coefficient. *P* values were set at 0.05 (two-tailed).

### Individual and group familiality. {#s9}

Quantitative genetics offers an approach to the issue of the relation between the etiology of the mean of selected groups (such as low IQ) and the etiology of individual differences throughout the population. This approach, developed by DeFries and colleagues for samples of twins and adapted for the study of siblings ([@r10], [@r45]), can be used to investigate the extent to which low cognitive abilities are the etiological extreme of the normal distribution of cognitive ability (for a summary see Box S1).

The conceptual framework for the approach is illustrated in [Fig. S5](#sfig05){ref-type="fig"} in relation to siblings and twins \[for a detailed description see Plomin ([@r46])\]. Low-ability probands will fall toward the extreme of the distribution. The mean of the sibling of the proband will regress to the unselected population mean to the extent that familial factors are unimportant to the etiology of the disorder. In contrast, if familial factors are important, the mean of the siblings of the probands will be lower than the population mean. The use of quantitative measures enables estimation of the magnitude of familial resemblance. The extent to which the mean difference between the siblings and the population is similar to the difference between the probands and the population provides a quantitative estimate of the extent to which the mean difference between the probands and the population is due to familial factors ([@r46]). This estimate is called "group familiality."

![Theoretical examples of differential regression toward the mean for (*A*) co-siblings and (*B*) MZ and DZ co-twins of probands selected for low IQ. Adapted from ref. 45. Probands are represented by the area in red. Group familiality is the ratio between the co-sibling\'s deviation from the population mean and the proband\'s deviation (*Top*). When group familiality for MZ twins is greater than group familiality for DZ twins (*Bottom*), genetic influences are implied.](pnas.1508093112sfig05){#sfig05}

The key is whether the magnitude of group familiality for the low-ability group is different from traditional estimates of familiality of individual differences in the population ("individual-differences familiality"). If group familiality for the low-ability group differs from individual-differences familiality, this suggests that low ability is etiologically different from individual differences in the population. In contrast, if group familiality for the low-ability group is similar to individual-differences familiality, this suggests that low ability may represent the low end of the normal distribution of genetic and environmental influences on individual difference in ability ([@r47]). The latter (group familiality equals individual familiality) is not as clearly interpretable as the former (group familiality does not equal individual familiality). When group familiality differs from individual-differences familiality, there seems to be no explanation other than that the condition is etiologically different from variation for the rest of the distribution. In contrast, finding that group familiality equals individual-differences familiality does not prove that the etiology of the conditions and the normal distribution are the same. The condition and the distribution may yield the same magnitude of familiality even though the factors underlying the familiality differ ([@r46]).

Although the IQ of probands with severe ID is not reported, we conservatively estimated the upper limit of group familiality by assuming an average IQ in probands with severe ID to be equal to a stanine score of 1.

### DF extremes analysis. {#s10}

Twins can be used to approach the issue of the relation between the etiology of the mean of selected groups (such as low IQ) and the etiology of individual differences throughout the population (i.e., if the resemblance in familiality in such sibling analyses is due to shared heredity or environment). The DF extreme analysis uses twins ([@r10]) to investigate the extent to which low-cognitive abilities are etiologically the extreme of the normal distribution of cognitive ability. The DF analysis uses the quantitative parameter group heritability (h^2^~g~), which represents the extent to which a mean difference on a quantitative measure between a selected group and the unselected population is heritable (i.e., is due to genetic differences) ([@r46]). The key is whether the magnitude of group heritability for the low-ability group is different from traditional estimates of heritability of individual differences in the population (individual heritability).

DF analysis examines differential regression to the mean, for example, for identical (MZ) and fraternal (DZ) twins. IQ scores of co-twins of low-ability probands are expected to regress toward the mean of the unselected population ([@r47]). However, to the extent that low ability is due to genetic factors, the regression to the mean will be smaller for the co-twins from MZ twin pairs than for DZ co-twin pairs (illustrated in [Fig. S5](#sfig05){ref-type="fig"}). The reason for this is because the amount of regression toward the mean is a function of the magnitude of the similarity between the two variables (here the proband and co-twin IQ scores). The higher the similarity, the less regression to the mean. If a trait is genetically influenced, the similarity for MZ twins will be greater than for DZ twins. Hence, DZ co-twins will regress further toward the mean of the unselected population.

The DF analysis employs a multiple regression model that explicitly tests the differential regression to the mean for MZ and DZ co-twins and provides an estimate of group heritability ([@r47]). The basic DF model is represented as the regression *C* = *B*~1~*P* + *B*~2~*R* + *A*, in which the co-twin's IQ score (*C*) is predicted from the proband's IQ score (*P*) and the coefficient of relatedness (*R*), which is 1.0 for MZ and 0.5 for DZ pairs. Because the proband mean is transformed to a mean of 1.0 and the unselected population to a mean of 0.0, the mean of the co-twin score for MZ and DZ twins estimates their group-differences familiality (total familial similarity). The regression weight *B*~2~ estimates group-differences heritability, the differential regression to the population mean for MZ and DZ twins. Group shared environment or twin resemblance not explained by genetic factors can be estimated by subtracting group-differences heritability from MZ group-differences familiality ([@r10], [@r48]).

### Individual-differences model fitting for twins. {#s11}

We applied the standard maximum-likelihood model-fitting analysis for the classical twin design to variance/covariance matrices for same-sex twins as described by Neale and Cardon ([@r49]). The ACE model, which estimates parameters for additive genetic variance (A), common or shared environment (C), and environmental influences that are not shared (E), assumes that genetic effects are additive and that MZ and DZ twins experience equally similar environments.

Although the twin method is robust ([@r50]), it has its limitations. Some of these limitations may lead to underestimates rather than overestimates of heritability becasue, if true, they make MZ twins less similar than they would otherwise have been. For example, it has been argued that the atypical gestation of MZ twins causes increased rates of disorders ([@r51]), although other studies indicate that this is not the case ([@r52]). Other problems could go in either direction. For example, two-thirds of MZ twins share the same chorion (outer fetal sack), which can lead to shared influences such as infection, shared vasculature, and other anomalies of sharing a crowded chorion ([@r50]). Some problems might inflate heritability estimates, most notably the possibility that MZ twins share more similar postnatal environments than DZ twins, although it seems that this is not usually the cause of their greater phenotypic similarity, but rather the consequence of their genetic identity ([@r48]).

Box S1. Measures of individual differences and group familiality and heritability
=================================================================================

Individual-differences familiality
----------------------------------

Individual differences familiality refers to familial (genetic or environmental) influence on individual differences throughout the population. Estimates of individual-differences familiality are derived from measures of similarity (correlation) between siblings.

Group-differences familiality
-----------------------------

Group differences familiality refers to familial influence on the mean difference between an extreme group and the rest of the population. Estimates of group-differences familiality are derived from measures of the discrepancy between the mean of co-siblings and the population mean.

Individual-differences heritability
-----------------------------------

Individual-differences heritability refers to genetic influence on individual differences throughout the population. In other words, it indicates the extent to which genes are responsible for one individual having a score on a trait that is higher (or lower) than another individual.

Group-differences heritability
------------------------------

Group-differences heritability is the genetic influence on the mean difference between an extreme group and the rest of the population. Here, the goal is to estimate the extent to which genes are responsible for why the group of individuals with low scores is different from the rest of the population.

Similarity and discrepancy between individual-differences and group-differences heritability
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If an extreme group (e.g., severe ID) is genetically unrelated to a quantitative trait (IQ), group heritability should be zero ([@r53]). Finding group heritability indicates that both the extreme trait and the rest of the distribution are heritable. Importantly, it also indicates that the genetic contributions to both are not independent from one another. Substantial group heritability indicates that both the dimensional trait and the extreme of the trait are heritable, as well as that they are influenced in part by the same genes, which implies that extreme scores are not qualitatively distinct from the rest of the distribution.

SI Materials and Methods {#si1}
========================

Exploratory Analysis Examining the Relationship Between Birth Variables Representing Environmental Events Taking Place Earlier or Later in Pregnancy and Mild and Severe ID. {#si2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using data on conditions of pregnancy and delivery available for the Swedish cohort, we examined the association between birth variables representing adverse events occurring during gestation and events occurring around birth and mild and severe ID. Specifically, we obtained information on being small for gestational age (a marker of growth restriction during gestation) and low APGAR score (a marker of adverse events and possible hypoxia around birth; APGAR score 1--3) in the offspring.

Logistic regression models were used to compute Odd Ratios (OR) and 95% CIs of the association between being small for gestational age and APGAR score and mild and severe ID. For these analyses, data available on all births from 1968 to 2010 were used.
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